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失水遇救

＜聞人勇駕軲申舟載運木料於十一日由荷屬之領利巴倫抵 reimburse朱所著幾痕於於初十日晚故吉里辰海面時見有一
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AYER'S Cherry Pectoral
HAS NO EQUAL
FOR THE RAPID CURE OF
Colds, Coughs, Influenza, and
SORE THROAT.

It will relieve the most distressing coughs,
and all the pulmonary troubles to which the young
are so liable. There is no other remedy so effective as

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
HIGHEST AWARDS AT THE
World's Great Expositions.

Made by Dr. J.C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass., U.S.A.

COLUMBIAN
CHERRY PECTORAL
EXPOSITION

LITTLE'S ORIENTAL CARMAL

THREE.

新水薬丸

華南東

1. The document contains a variety of Chinese and English text, likely related to medical treatments and advertisements.

2. The document appears to be a mixture of Chinese and English text, possibly related to medical remedies and advertisements.

3. The text is written in a formal, professional style, typical of medical or pharmaceutical advertisements.

4. The document contains a variety of headings, subheadings, and bold text, indicating different sections or subsections of the document.

5. The text is written in a justified format, with uniform spacing and alignment.

6. The document contains a variety of symbols, such as arrows, crosses, and other graphical elements, which may be used to emphasize certain points or sections.

7. The document contains a variety of abbreviations, acronyms, and technical terms, which may be specific to the field of medicine or pharmaceuticals.

8. The document contains a variety of references and citations, which may be used to support the claims or statements made in the text.

9. The document contains a variety of graphics and images, which may be used to illustrate or support the text.

10. The document contains a variety of tables, charts, and diagrams, which may be used to present data or information in a visual format.